Contribution of corticosterone to cued versus contextual fear in rats.
Several studies have suggested a positive relationship between circulating corticosterone levels and contextual conditioning. However, a positive relationship between circulating corticosterone levels and cued conditioning has also been reported. This study further investigates the relationship between corticosterone and fear conditioning by modulating the predictive value of contextual and discrete tone cues in separate groups of rats. In a first experiment in which training parameters were chosen to induce strong conditioning (five foot-shocks), we used a correlational approach and investigated whether post-training corticosterone levels were related to subsequent expression of contextual and/or tone fear. In a second experiment, in which training parameters were chosen to induce lower conditioning (one and two foot-shocks), we investigated whether a post-training corticosterone injection enhanced the consolidation of contextual and/or tone conditioning. In the first experiment, the highest post-training corticosterone levels were obtained in rats trained with paired tones and shocks. Post-training corticosterone levels tended to be positively correlated with freezing scores during the tone-fear test and were negatively correlated with freezing scores during training although not during the context-fear test. In the second experiment, a post-training injection of corticosterone (3mg/kg) had no effect on subsequent freezing to contextual cues and to a tone that did not predict shock, whereas it was efficient in increasing fear conditioned to a predictive tone. Globally, these results suggest that the predictive value of the conditioned stimulus may be the main determinant of the facilitatory action of acutely enhanced corticosterone in fear conditioning.